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                                Neuro-linguistic Programming (NLP)


                                

                                    Emulate success


                                    of elite performers

                                


                                Unlock the tools of success with our government-accredited 10970NAT 

                                    Graduate Certificate in Neuro-Linguistic Programming.
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                                    Learn to influence the perceptions of others
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                                    Stand out in the most complex & demanding situations
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                                    Gain respect & collaboration from the people who matter

                                



                            	

                                    

                                        WATCH free lesson
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                                        Marie Smith

                                        Business Consultant
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                                Free NLP lesson


                                

                                    Unlock the NLP Patterns That Define Top Performers

                                


                            


                            Discover one of the most powerful NLP patterns harnessed by elite performers. Watch our founder, Chris Collingwood, as he teaches a real class how to lever NLP to navigate effortlessly through high-pressure situations and exude authority with the same ease and confidence that distinguishes world class leaders. Enter your contact information, and we’ll send you the course straight to your inbox.
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                                    Endorsed by


                                    co-founder of NLP: Dr. John Grinder
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                                Instant Free Lesson


                                Enter your details below to receive instant access
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                                How We Train You To...


                                

                                    Learn the success
 Patterns of The Top 1%
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                                        Craft Your Reality: The Power of NLP Mastery

                                    


                                    Have you ever been overwhelmed in a room full of strangers, felt silenced in meetings or simply outpaced when the pressure mounts? Dive into our NLP course and transform these vulnerabilities into strengths.


                                    NLP is not about learning techniques. It's about quieting the chaos, taking the lead and steering situations to your advantage. Elite performers don't react to the world, they shape it. When they walk into a room, like magic they direct the narrative. This ability to craft one's reality can become yours.
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                                        Hear From Our Champions

                                    


                                   "This turned out to be the single best workshop for developing my presentation style and managing a crowded room." - Jason Gates


                                    With a track record of perfect 5-star reviews, our students' success stories echo our commitment to excellence. Their transformations are testaments to the life-changing potency of our course.
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                                        Unparalleled Depth & Recognition

                                    


                                    Dive deep with Australia's most comprehensive NLP course, endorsed by NLP co-creator, John Grinder. As the only program accredited by the Australian Government, your qualifications is globally acknowledged, setting you apart in the world of NLP.
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                                        Beyond Learning - Become The Top 1%

                                    


                                    Our mission transcends conventional education. We aim for your automated application of elite NLP patterns, empowering you to stand out, influence, and shine, even with experts.. If you want to take the next step, access our free lesson where you will discover one of the most important NLP patterns used by elite performers. 


                                


                            


                        


                        

                            	

                                    

                                        WATCH free lesson

                                    

                                
	

                                    

                                        Our process
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                                Become Remarkable With Australia's Only Accredited NLP Course


                            


                            Dedicated to delivering a superior NLP educational journey, we pride ourselves in being Australia's only government-accredited NLP course. Our program is tailored to help you emulate the success of elite achievers, ensuring you become remarkable in life, regardless of your chosen domain.


                            Inspiritive's NLP mastery is unparalleled, going beyond basic and short-term teachings. While others offer surface-level knowledge, we ensure deep understanding and subconscious application of our patterns, especially in high-pressure scenarios. This is how we’ve helped thousands become the elite 1% that thrives under pressure. Click below to learn more about our 10970NAT Graduate Certificate in Neuro-Linguistic Programming Course.
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                                10970NAT Graduate Certificate in


                                    Neuro-Linguistic Programming


                                

                                    Join Australia’s Most Advanced & Complete NLP Course

                                


                            


                            Dive into the transformative world of NLP with our comprehensive course. Gain unmatched insights and skills that empower you to excel in real-life situations.
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                                    Superior Depth: Do not compromise with fly-by-night courses. We promise profound end-to-end knowledge that stands out and delivers.
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                                    For the Ambitious: Designed for those eager to achieve excellence, ensuring you grasp what 99% of people miss from NLP.

                                
	

                                    [image: ]

                                     All Levels Elevated: Perfect for beginners seeking a strong start and experts aiming to refine and deepen their NLP understanding.

                                



                            Ready to redefine your life?
Explore our modules below for an in-depth look at what awaits.
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                                the inspiritive difference


                                

                                    Why Choose Inspiritive
 Over the Competition

                                


                                Discover what makes our course the most advanced and complete NLP program in Australia.


                            


                        


                    


                    

                        

                            

                                

                                    NLP Courses


                                


                                

                                    	[image: ]Lack credibility from globally recognised experts
	[image: ]Non-accredited, non-recognised certificates
	[image: ]Focus on surface-level techniques for specific goals (e.g. financial gain)
	[image: ]Become dependent on scripted techniques that limit your growth
	[image: ]Never address the deep rooted ideas holding you back
	[image: ]Sense of self worth deriving from your performance in the world



                                


                            


                        


                        

                            

                                

                                    Inspiritive 


                                


                                

                                    	[image: ]Endorsed by Dr. John Grinder, co-creator of NLP
	[image: ]Only government-accredited NLP course in Australia
	[image: ]Teaches NLP principles that work in any area of your life
	[image: ]Gain ability to respond effectively in high-pressure situations
	[image: ]Enhance your natural expression across all levels of your life
	[image: ]Drop the persona and enjoy the freedom to live your life as you choose



                                


                            


                        


                    


                    

                        

                            	

                                    

                                        WATCH free lesson
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                                    what our clients have to say
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                                    If you are looking for training or coaching in Neuro-linguistic programming, I thoroughly recommend Inspiritive. The teaching of Chris and Jules Collingwood is first class, and clearly comes from a deep knowledge of the subject that can be lacking on the average course. Inspiritive's course is a truly immersive, and experiential process. Years on from pursuing the Graduate Certificate in NLP I still find that what I learned and developed during the course assists me in multiple facets of my life - in both personal and business settings.
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                                        Roy TaylorAustralia
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                                    My experience with Inspiritive NLP while doing the Grad Cert NLP has been beyond anything I imagined. The training is ‘next level excellence’ in so many ways. Chris our main trainer is passionate about NLP making it fun, relevant and giving us many examples while explaining the intricacies and complexities of each dynamic and he goes above and beyond to support us reach our goals. I highly recommend this training organisation. Very grateful to you both Chris and Jules.
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                                        Karren KerriskAustralia
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                                    I loved training with Chris and Jules. Their knowledge, delivery and demonstrations are advancing the field of NLP and they lead with integrity and excellence. In my experience with various Trainers around the world, the quality of Chris' training is unsurpassed.

                                    I have gained life changing results for myself, my students and clients, and continue to as a result of Training with Inspiritive.
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                                        Cynthia BrookingAustralia
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                                    An immersive NLP experience that's helped me both professionally and with my relationships.

                                    The engaging team behind Inspiritive has equipped me with a useful set of skills employable in many of life's situations.

                                    I attribute many of my positive business and relationship outcomes to the NLP Graduate Programme. I would highly encourage anyone seeking personal growth, positive change or new perspectives to train with Chris and Jules
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                                        Chris T.Australia
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                                    One of the best NLP educators in Australia, Chris and Jules are unquestionably world class. Their graduate certificate is one of the best education I’ve ever had. What I learned from them enhanced my expertise in organisational change and behaviour, developed my leadership, empowered my communication and helped me set new benchmarks for excellence not only for myself, but for my clients. The tools I gained continue to enrich my life and well-being. If you want to be a better thinker, communicator and leader, or simply be better, you won’t regret learning from Chris and Jules. It’s like taking the red pill."
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                                        Rona PuntaweAustralia
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                                    I am a trainer myself with 20 years experience so I know what good training should be like and this hit the spot. I can say that they are among the best trainers I have ever worked with. I learned a lot and continue to apply their methods 10+ years on. If you're concerned about whether it's value for money – I can guarantee you it is. I looked at lots of other NLP programs that were shorter or promised a lot but in the end I could not see anything that was better value or of a higher standard than in Inspiritive program. And the program doesn't end when the course finishes - I still call Chris up from time to time when I need a couple of pointers for a bit of a refresher - he's always happy to help.
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                                        Cris PoppAustralia

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

    
    
            

                

                    

                        

                            

                                case studies


                                

                                    Success Stories

                                


                                See how Inspiritive has transformed the lives of people just like you, helping them reach their full potential.


                            


                        


                    


                    

                        

                            	

                                    executive coach

                                
	

                                    Emotional Healing

                                



                            

                                

                                    

                                        

                                            Client success studies


                                            Self-Employed
 Executive Coach


                                            	

                                                    Problem


                                                    A seasoned CEO of a significant investment consortium encountered a formidable challenge: closing deals worth over $1Billion was becoming an uphill struggle. His self-confidence wavered at pivotal decision points, leaving deals less than optimised and a lingering feeling of underperformance. He felt he was letting his investors down and needed to pivot toward a solution to uplift his confidence and decision-making acumen.


                                                
	

                                                    Solution


                                                    Across our initial session, three pivotal points emerged: a limiting belief regarding his CEO capabilities, overlooking intuition in decision-making and negotiations, and a failure to immerse fully into critical stakeholders’ perspectives. Leveraging a suite of New Code NLP techniques, we eradicated his limiting belief, fostering a new, empowering belief that perpetually bolstered his stance as a decisive, powerful executive. 


                                                
	

                                                    RESULTS


                                                    Remarkably, within just two sessions, the CEO divulged, “I’ve just experienced the highest performing month of my career. I am getting calls from people asking me what has happened and to keep it up!”. He optimized three investments, escalating their value by millions, and garnered praise from all parties involved. Our collaborative journey continued for 3 months, culminating only when geographical relocations pulled us into different cities.
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                                            “I’ve just experienced the highest performing month of my career. I am getting calls from people asking me what has happened and to keep it up!”


                                        


                                    


                                


                                

                                    

                                        

                                            Client success studies


                                            Fast-Tracking Emotional Healing


                                            	

                                                    Problem


                                                    A seasoned CEO of a significant investment consortium encountered a formidable challenge: closing deals worth over $1Billion was becoming an uphill struggle. His self-confidence wavered at pivotal decision points, leaving deals less than optimised and a lingering feeling of underperformance. He felt he was letting his investors down and needed to pivot toward a solution to uplift his confidence and decision-making acumen.


                                                
	

                                                    Solution


                                                    Across our initial session, three pivotal points emerged: a limiting belief regarding his CEO capabilities, overlooking intuition in decision-making and negotiations, and a failure to immerse fully into critical stakeholders’ perspectives. Leveraging a suite of New Code NLP techniques, we eradicated his limiting belief, fostering a new, empowering belief that perpetually bolstered his stance as a decisive, powerful executive. 


                                                
	

                                                    RESULTS


                                                    Remarkably, within just two sessions, the CEO divulged, “I’ve just experienced the highest performing month of my career. I am getting calls from people asking me what has happened and to keep it up!”. He optimized three investments, escalating their value by millions, and garnered praise from all parties involved. Our collaborative journey continued for 3 months, culminating only when geographical relocations pulled us into different cities.
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                                Our Commitment


                                

                                    About Inspiritive
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                            Our Mission


                            Harness the prowess of the top 1% that standout in the most complex situations with Inspiritive. Our mission is to ensure that by the end of our course, you don't just learn, but instinctively apply the abilities of elite performers, remaining poised under intense pressure and influencing any room, even amidst seasoned experts.


                            Our passion lies in empowering individuals to take control, whether it's navigating first-time encounters, making a mark in professional settings, or shining when it matters most. Every day, we're driven by a singular purpose: to help you architect a life on your terms, pursuing your deepest aspirations with confidence.


                            	

                                    

                                        Read more about us

                                    

                                



                        


                    


                


            

            



            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Support & FAQ’s
                                

                                If your question isn’t answered below, click here to ask us directly. 

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            How Does This Course Differ From Other NLP Trainings?
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        This is Australia's most all-encompassing NLP course, uniquely endorsed by NLP pioneer, John Grinder! Unrivaled in its distinction, our program is the sole NLP training accredited by the Australian Government, ensuring your qualifications garner global recognition. We don't just educate; we empower immediate knowledge recall and application to ensure you standout in those critical moments.

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Are There Any Prerequisites to Enrolling?
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        Indeed, we do have prerequisites: a degree in any subject, 5 years in corporate-level management, or an accredited advanced diploma in a field are key. If these don’t check your boxes but your curiosity is piqued, no problem. Reach out to us today and let's talk about your particular situation!

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Is your program Government-accredited?
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        Absolutely! Your achievement with us translates to a government-accredited post-grad qualification, ensuring it’s not just recognised, but held in elevated esteem in the professional field.

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Is There a Money-Back Guarantee or a Trial Period Available?
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        No, we don’t offer a money-back guarantee, and here’s why: we’re committed to working with individuals who are 100% dedicated to completing the course and reaping the rewards. However, we do understand the desire to explore! Thus, you can access the first unit at a separate price, giving you a no-strings-attached peek into the immense value of our course. Curious? Click here to know more!

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            	
                                    
                                        GOT A QUESTION?
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                                    news & Insights
                                

                                Dive deeper into NLP & explore new insights on the most effective patterns to unlock elite performance.
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                        Outcomes and Competencies for Practitioners of NLP
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                        A Proposed Distinction for Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP)
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                                Subscribe Now!

                                
                                    Stay Up-to-Date with Our Latest Courses and Special Offers
                                

                                Stay in the loop with new course releases and opportunities by completing our form. Never miss out!
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